


To our simple guide to help you make the right decisions for your 
business presence online. 

If you are interested we highly suggest you read our even more 
informative booklet to understanding the tactics & strategies required 
for success; with clear & simple explanations of their features, 
benefits, choices & realistic outcomes!

MAKING A CLEAR & UNBIASED DECISION
 WHETHER TO USE THE INTERNET FOR�

YOUR BUSINESS GROWTH


WEL
COME
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We also offer a FREE 10 
minute advice service – just 
call & we are here to help: 

0800 032 32 40



ABOUT 
IMPRESSEO
Impresseo enables small & medium enterprises 
access to a rare set of, & the only combination of 
skills, technologies & expertise that too many 
competitors are taking advantage of lacks.
They do this through providing quality free effective & 
actionable advice to make a clear assessment of 
online potential. They also offer a range of 
complementary holistic services to remove any pains 
& maximise results when increasing business growth, 
lead generation & sales via many of the internet’s low 
hanging fruits.



Let’s remove the 
technology, confusing 
words & terminology.�
It’s about offering the right 
propositions to the right 
people, effectively increasing 
your return on investment in 
advertising costs.
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GENERAL 
COMPANY 
DESCRIPTION

The internet enables this 
exact targeting ability 
very specifically & in 

many ways but mostly 
through showing pages & 
ads for what people are 
actively searching for. 
This is called inbound 

marketing.

Surprisingly, a commonly unknown feature is that you can actually check numbers for 
who is searching for your products & services in the search engines even in a local area! 
(see ‘Test the internet’s potential’ section).
There are many ways you can advertise online to increase clicks on your ads, visitors to 
your website & increases in sales. 

THE 6 CORE CONCEPTS ARE
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Get a better search engine 
result page positioning in 
Google for related keywords 
(who owns 80% of the 
search market) also known 
as search engine 
optimization (SEO)

Pay Google to get to the 
top within their ‘Sponsored 
links’ section at the top of 
their result pages through 
their popular cost per click 
program known as ‘Google 
AdWords’ (CPC)

Build links on related 
websites to drive 
potential customers 
to your website (Link 
Building)



Contributing in discussion in the online communities 
that your potential customers exist (Social Media)

Engage your communities into 
the conversion process with 
effective & share worthy tools, 
information & more on your 
website (Market Engagement)

Make appropriate changes to your website 
(Conversion Optimization)	

Increasing results require a number of skills, technologies & expertise strategies 
working together for the common goal of lead or sales generation & conversion

This includes basic business development works & understanding the core principles of 
the internet.

THE 3 TOP CORE PRINCIPLES OF INTERNET SUCCESS ARE: 

Understanding who your customers are, 
how they behave online, & what the 
market conditions are for product, price 
& promotion etc. This is basic internet 
marketing research & development

Offering a better user experience such 
as ensuring your customer knows they 
have made a ‘good click’ as a relevant 
page appears based on the upstream 

ads knows as conversion optimization

Basic understanding of what 
technologies to use & how such as cost 
per click, link building, social media etc. 
This can even be learnt free by buying 
books yourself or using one of the many 
self help guides online! YouTube People! 
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DISCOVERY �
Market engagement techniques
Attract the customers NOT searching directly for your products & services but 
could be interested. Using secondary profiles/keyword R&D, AdWords, link building, 
SEO, & engaging in social media conversation/content creation vastly increases 
conversions & brand awareness

TRADE SECRETS: 
THE ART OF ACTUALLY DOING IT!

SIMPLE WAY OF EXPLAINING 
HOW THE INTERNET WORKS 
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REALISATION OF NEED�
Assess market pain & sales psychology
Making the right ads appear for the right people with who are ACTIVLEY 
SEARCHING for your products & services using comprehensive USP, proposition & 
target market R&D, primary profiles/keyword R&D, AdWords, SEO, Social media & 
viral campaigns

CONSIDERATION�
Proposition development
Linking the right ads to the right web pages making sure people get all the best 
information that they need to make a sound unbiased decisions to use you as their 
service provider

CONVERSION & RETENTION�
Optimizations
Offering the best advice, price, service, proposition & experience. This can be 
perfected by testing different concepts to see which combination of strategies work 
best for the traffic



THE SEARCH 

ONLINE 
DECISION MAKING 
PROCESS

Internet users access search 
engines for different types of 
searches. A searcher will create his 
search terms differently according 
to what he intends and will likewise 
expect different results: perhaps 
articles, videos, or even an entire 
site. These searches can be broken 
down into three distinct search 
categories: transactional, 
navigational, and informational.

THE RESULT PAGE 

The searcher is then provided a number of 
search results, these search results are 
organised in a number of ways, in order to 
provide the best results for the searcher 
using special programs that assess 
relevancy, freshness & authority etc. This 
page is key to the decision making process.

THE COGNITIVE 
PROCESS
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Cognitive Processes is the tenth 
program in the Discovering 
Psychology series. This program 
explores the evolution of cognitive 
psychology and how we take in 
information. Cognitive psychology 
spans a vast range of study, from 
the parts of the brain used in 
reading to the computer's impact 
on the study of how humans think.

THE RESPONSIVE 
CLICK

Responsive Tabs is a jQuery plugin that 
provides responsive tab functionality. The 
tabs transform to an accordion when it 
reaches a CSS breakpoint. You can use 
this plugin as a solution for displaying tabs 
elegantly on desktop, tablet and mobile.



THE CHANGES THAT LEAD 
THE WAY FOR OPPORTUNITY 
& BETTER USER EXPERIENCES 

In 2011, 2012 & 2013, Google, in line with their ethos to provide a better search 
experience, released a set of revolutionary updates (just search Caffeine, Panda & 
Penguin!) to filter out these poor user experiences produced via deceptive tactics. This 
has ploughed the way for people to achieve results based on providing an excellent 
user, customer & sales experience – the way it should be. 
Technical knowledge & expertise is still required with great understanding of the 
algorithms, but more than ever results are best achieved with the ‘white hat’ approach 
meaning honest experiences & human signals overweigh forced technical swindles 
(see my booklet to learn how the search engines work).  Also many people do not know 
that sometimes even better results & sometimes quicker can be achieved when not 
getting in the coveted top 3 positions in the search engine results pages with methods 
such as viral, & link building campaigns & thorough conversion point analysis (see the 
leaflet). 
Large opportunities now exist for SME’s to generate business in the form of sales & 
enquiries from the internet’s daily searchers, both locally & nationally simply by offering 
a better service, visitor & customer experience. Through this process they will rise in the 
result pages naturally. Converting ethos & passion into online mediums is the key & still 
however requires skill.

TOP 10 REALISTIC OPPORTUNITIES

GOOD MARKETING �
Some businesses are heavily under 
represented & marketed for their 
passionate concepts, efforts, ethos & 
competitive market advantages & 
some sectors or services are not even 
present for local & national searches!
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USING THE THEORY �
Poor target market analysis has rarely been 
done within internet marketing campaigns, so 
by understanding all the potential customers 
segments & conversion groups, better 
keywords can be developed,& even more 
simple things like searching like your 
customers do to get an idea of what you’re up 
against! This theory can be amazingly applied 
to the many internet based mediums & 
technologies for more productive campaigns 

PAID ADVERTISING �
Paid CPC campaigns enable instant success & top positioning within Google results & 
more, good theory is rarely applied to this channel leaving opportunities for primary & 
secondary words & phrases. Also many “converting” secondary keywords are often not 
used within CPC providing many cheap opportunities 


SEARCH VERTICALS & RICH SNIPPETS �
Search verticals are extra results the engines provide such as business address, & hold 
large opportunities by appearing in verticals such as videos, maps, directories, local 
results, images, blogs, mobile & more for primary & secondary keywords. Rich snippets 
make the result stand out making it more likely to be clicked – of which many 
competitors do not use!
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NO/POOR SEO & 
DECEPTIVE SEO �
Many competitor websites have not 
been effectively optimised for 
search engines with basic things like 
updated & engaging content & the 
technical SEO basics & only a few 
changes are required. Many have 
also used technical trickery; as soon 
as good SEO & user experiences 
works have been completed instant 
& dominating rises can be seen in 
result pages for many keywords



EFFECTIVE LINK BUILDING �
Link building provides instant customers & can 
be the lifeblood of some businesses, this 
element contributes very heavily to your results 
page positioning. In addition many businesses 
have used ‘gimmicky’ tools using a ‘spray & pray’ 
approach for link building, therefore when 
targeted & relevant link building is done, 
dominating rises in result pages can be seen, 
also secondary keywords are rarely optimised for 
link building when so much search traffic exists 
under these words

INCREASING HUMAN SIGNALS �
Human signals are the new way Google organises its results (just search “Panda & 
Penguin”), therefore an interesting & beneficial user experience & interface with content 
outside the decision making process to buy, has a lucrative effect on where your website 
pages appear in the engines


ACTUAL MARKET 
ENGAGEMENT �
Providing useful, fun & engaging tools, 
information & initiatives to your communities is a 
huge area that while requires some creativity & 
effort but can become one of the biggest 
streams of revenue for businesses & can even 
diversify a business entirely. 


SOCIAL MEDIA �
Even basic “Viral” campaigns are severely 
underused in the wake of massive social media 
activity in all sectors e.g.  Just simply engaging 
in interesting conversation, suggesting tips & link 
worthy content to an effectively analysed 
conversion point target markets strategy 

MAKING BETTER EXPERIENCES �
There is always room for improvement, new ideas & ways of engaging the market with 
better more useful experiences into your conversion tunnel
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COMMON FACTORS OF 
CAMPAIGN FAILURE

We unravel your business. We understand first, market second, and deliver via digital 
Internet marketing can seem confusing & unfortunately many gimmicks & short sighted 
organisations exist, producing no results.  Campaigns fail for a number of reasons; this 
is epically disappointing considering the ever increasing rise in customer use of internet 
technologies in their decision making process for purchasing & pleasure. Here are the 
top reasons why internet campaigns do not return investments:
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•  No R&D target markets, no customized adverts or associated website pages for 
these customers

•  No clear assessment of the online market place for competitors using a customer 
point of view & how, & what they are advertising, so no one clicks their website or 
purchases as they get a better price & service elsewhere

•  No development of keywords or using the wrong ones
•  Not focusing on users experience outside of the decision making process
•  Focusing on a website creation only approach & no traffic generation
•  Choosing a cheap/in-effective service provider
•  Poor advice prior to purchase
•  Technologies used irrelevant to target market
•  In effective recruitment of staff such as traditional & out of date web site only 

developers
•  Inadequate marketing operational management, training & productivity
•  Inappropriate setting, monitoring & measurement of performance targets, 

benchmarks & KPI’s 
•  Overly large internal marketing teams, sparse delegation & off peak periods.
•  Poor utilization & inspiration of in house knowledge, assets & other resources
•  Lack of clear assessment & collaboration between business managers & marketing 

personnel, with plain & clear communication of ROI opportunities & technical project 
deployment cost/benefits

•  The cost & perceived risk to small & medium enterprises



•  Lack of forward thinking research & development frameworks 
•  Skills outdated or too specialised 
•  Existing staff skill sets, technological pace & 
•  Lack of promotion & utilization of a website as a marketing tool to generate interest 

leads by integrating traditional means
•  Deployment of one technique without another or using mediums that their target 

market simply does not use
•  Use of short sighted tactics such as technical trickery that has attracted Google 

penalties & following Google’s webmaster guidelines
•  Technological development pace
•  Misconception or bad experience of the internet marketing industry through past 

poor implementation resulting in no ROI
•  Understanding or fear of opportunities 

This could seem an overwhelming list but it gives a clear indication of the most common 
problems in the electronic marketing development operations within most businesses. 
Impresseo by the way addresses them all!

KEY PRINCIPLES EXPLAINED
There are a number of key principles that many ‘experienced’ companies hardly use & are 
key to success. 

①  Clear assessment of actual opportunities 

②  Tactics vs. Strategies

③  Research & Development

④  Good vs. Bad SEO

⑤  Short term vs. Long term objectives & works

⑥  Power of drive, passion & vision
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Ensure you can break out of contracts if no results are being provided

Ask if they will do a results based payment scheme, if they can’t they might not feel 
confident in actually providing results

Ask for customer testimonials & for their professional experience in a CV etc & 
make sure they have sound references. Ask for a portfolio of previous clients & if 
you can, contact them to discuss their experiences; make sure they received results 

Ensure their design portfolio is up to standard, by asking to see their previous 
websites created & judge them from a customer point of view

See if the company specialises in any specific channel such as Cost Per Click or 
AdWords, be aware if they say we are specialists in every area, if they do ask 
exactly how they achieve results via each channel

Ask for explanations on their “white/black hat” policies to ascertain if the company 
uses unethical tactics that when caught will be penalised by search engines 

Have explained to you fully the outcomes that you will receive when choosing their 
service, how they will achieve it & how this will return investment in a timely manor

Ensure a customer care policy exists that details what services are included with 
any job undertaken

Ask what sectors they have specific experience in as this matters greatly in 
understanding the customers, market & products

Be aware of any hard selling tactics 

Ask if they work with any similar businesses or competitors & ensure non 
disclosure agreements are in place to protect your developed business ideas

Ask if they complete the following list of 32 works that any good internet marketer 
should do & if not why not!



HOW TO CHOOSE A GOOD 
SERVICE PROVIDER
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Make sure to have this list to hand also when 
completing any potential service enquiries!�



TOP 32 
THINGS GOOD
INTERNET MARKETERS DO
Throughout our 15 years experiences we have compiled a comprehensive list of what we 
do & what any good internet marketer should be doing for you. 
The first 10 jobs should be done FREE OF CHARGE to provide a clear analysis of the 
potential at hand.
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01 PROJECT & ACCOUNT 
MANAGEMENT 

Taking lead on all online campaign 
management on behalf of a client, ensuring 
their experience in pre & post sales stages 
are informative & clear when working with 
the team. Ensuring projects are developed 
effectively & within project timelines/
budgets. Ensuring the client has opportunity 
to take an active part within decisions & 
development & all of their expert knowledge

is carefully listened to & used. Ensuring the client is happy with the works completed & 
fully understands the features & benefits & maintenance required to obtain a happy & 
productive sign off ensuring long term effectiveness.

UNDERSTANDING THE CONVERSION FUNNEL FOR THE 
SPECIFIC CLIENT SECTOR & CUSTOMER SEGMENT

ASSESSING THE BUSINESS & MARKETING GOALS 
& MARKETPLACE; 
BOTH OFFLINE & ONLINE VS. TACTICS & STRATEGIES VS. REALISTIC & 
APPROPRIATE OUTCOMES FOR SHORT & LONG TERM�
Understanding & aligning: marketing & business goals vs. search engine results page 
opportunities, full competitor analysis including on page elements such as product, 
price, placement, promotion & any other engaging functionality, social media, viral, 
verticals, SWOT’s vs. organisational resources vs. costs, benefits & ROI & any other 
relevant information.

03 
Using all research & development frameworks, & interaction with the client, build up a 
clear picture of the best ways to attract & convert customers in each stage of the 
conversion funnel. e.g. 	

Discovery 	

Realisation of 
Need	

Conversion & 
RetentionConsideration	
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RESEARCH 
OUTLINING�

Developing the best & most 
efficient way of understanding the 

problems at hand, & how to 
develop the business. 

Prioritization, targeting outlining, 
desk & field research outlines, 

questionnaires, competitor 
analysis data set development, 

setting technical marketing 
calculations & tunnelling formulas 

for online & offline analysis

�
Deep analysis of sales trends within the 
company & outside of the company using the 
research outlines 


�







SERP ALGORITHMIC 
REVERSE ENGINEERING & TESTING�
Understanding the basic set of search terms for a sector & understanding how Google’s 
algorithmic ‘dials’ are tweaked for that result page, looking into how the competing 
websites work for visitors & technically, clearly creating a technical, marketing & user 
experience plan to ‘trump’ the competition. Tests should be made using micro sites prior 
to any actual works being undertaken.  
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05 
SALES ANALYTICS	06 

DEEP SERP ANALYSIS 07 
USING SEARCH DEVELOPMENT 
FRAMEWORKS	
Using works completed within development 
frameworks, analyse the SERP’s starting with 
primary KW’s & secondary KW’s such as 
(MDKW’s, CDKW’s, PCKW’s, INFKW’s, NAVKW’s, 
& TRANKW’s, Features KW’s, benefits KW’s) to
understand where under optimized phrases, words, & niches are un-tapped to establish 
a SERP weighting & prioritisation strategy for campaigns such as link building, CPC, 
Vertical, & on-page optimizations
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R&D:
NEW MARKETING & DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS 
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ENGAGING & INSPIRING ORGANISATION’S 
PERSONNEL�
Provoking conversation within client organisations to develop better ways of engaging 
their customers into the conversion funnel & to better understand what resources such 
as time, expertise, promotions & offers, & other assets are available
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Researching & creating new & better propositions, for 
USP development, price, promotion methods etc, within 
new landing pages, writing better & more compelling 
copy, ad copy & ad creation

PROPOSITION DEVELOPMENT	10 

After fully understanding a clients or prospect’s

STRATEGY CREATION & 
FORMAL PROPOSALS11 

requirements, goals & objectives, & after work shopping as a team a strategy, practice 
then deliver a clear formal pitch of formal strategies outlining the features, benefits, 
timelines, costs & ROI either in a pre-sale or post sale situation
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Using a number 
of in house 
frameworks

Techniques & 
diagrams

Market 
analysis

Conversion point 
analysis

Channel 
analysis

Decision making 
process

Marketing 
prisms 



KEYWORD RESEARCH/
TARGETING�
Using previously completed research & development, 
develop & choose the right keywords & employ them 
effectively through a number of development 
diagrams & tools, a good understanding of the 
customer, market & product, & then developing a 
prioritisation policy as how to execute the strategy
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CONTENT STRATEGY 
& MANAGEMENT�
Set a plan of how to engage the 
market by assessing competitor 
SWOT’s market pains to & effectively 
leverage the client’s organisational 
resources to produce valuable, 
useful, relevant & most importantly 
share-worthy material 

CONTENT CREATION�
Execute creation strategies including 
actual website structures & 
contribution strategies of blog posts, 
evergreen content, info graphics, 
interactive works, apps, tools widgets 
& more adding to all social media 
channels 

LINK BUILDING 
(ORGANIC & 
STRUCTURED)�
Investigation, tracking & acquiring link 
opportunities & relationships through a 
number of advanced methods & 
technologies

NEW SEARCH PROTOCOL 
IMPLEMENTATION�
Schema.org, Rel=Author, Video 
XML Sitemaps, etc
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COMMUNITY 
MANAGEMENT�
Creating & participating in conversations 
around a brand/sector in positive ways to 
drive awareness & adoption
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SOCIAL MEDIA 
PROMOTION�
Employing Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, 
Google+, StumbleUpon, Reddit, Quora, et al 
to improve reach 

SOCIAL 
NETWORK REACH�
Improving the size, depth & 
breadth of social networks to 
reach more potential customers & 
conversion points using market 
analysis, pain assessments & 
linkworthy content 
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IMPLEMENTING 
SEARCH 
VERTICALS�
Images, local, video, news, blogs, 
social, mobile, product etc

TRAFFIC, PAGE, & 
AD OPTIMIZATIONS�
Using previous frameworks, develop & 
maintain better ways of increasing the 
flow of customers to producers through 
continued development of these tasks

REPUTATION 
TRACKING�
Watching clients brands search 
results, social media remarks, & web 
content to track success & monitor for 
danger

ON PAGE 
OPTIMIZATIONS�
Designing better pages, website structures, 
use of cognitive imagery, ad copy, 
information architecture, headline, entry 
points, menu choices, based on sound 
research elements such as analytics, & 
competitor SWOT’s
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CUSTOMER 
RELATIONSHIP & 
RETENTION MANAGEMENT�
Developing better ways of retaining 
customers through analysis of purchases, 
developing better CRM systems, & 
understanding after sales issues or 
opportunities that need to be addressed

25 
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GEO 
OPTIMIZATIONS�
Optimizing for placement in local search & 
portals, both web & social, plus monitoring 
local activity using target market analysis

AD CREATION�
Creating advertisements & 
ad copy upstream & downstream, 
from all preparatory works 
completed,  to create sometimes 
hundreds of ads for each target 
market, linking the ad to appropriate 
key words, landing pages, & product 
propositions etc using appropriate 
tactics & strategies such as CPC, 
Link building, SEO & viral campaigns

27 CONVERSION 
OPTIMIZATION�
Optimizing landing pages, entry 
point pages, & other advertisements 
or documents through analysis of 
search traffic, existing prospect 
traffic, conversion rate results, & 
testing in A/B or MVT environments 
with new & better concepts to 
increase conversions
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SITE ACCESSIBILITY�
Creating a site engines & humans 
can easily crawl & index, with a 
view to increasing conversions 28 
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DAILY & ADVANCED 
WEB ANALYTICS 

ANALYSIS & 
DEVELOPMENT�

Analysing every visit, customer or 
purchase & develop better ways of 

tracking the flow of searchers, 
prospects & customers through the 

conversion funnel, through more 
intuitive metrics, & KPI’s using the large 
range of tools available on the market

EDITORIAL & CONTENT CURATION�
Making sure that only read worthy & share worthy content is posted to the website, & the 
most relevant & updated information is present by monitoring all the relevant news & 
information channels
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DEVELOPING & MAINTAINING WEB EQUITY 
WORKS & ASSESSMENT SCHEDULES
(CAMPAIGN MANAGEMENT)�
Maintaining positioning, through put, conversions & general web equity through 
developing, executing & maintaining a schedule for all strategies within content, social 
media, community management etc & maintaining KPI’s checks & balances such as price 
watch, SERP watch, & competitor watch
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INTEGRATED 
MARKETING 
DEVELOPMENT�
Ensuring all the marketing development 
efforts online is integrated effectively with 
client’s offline promotions, such as 
telesales, print, POS in store, radio & any 
other medium they use
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There are some common perceptions of internet marketing that stop people from 
leveraging the power on offer. Here are just a few common ones:

You have to be number one for the internet to work for you don’t you? 
Absolutely not! Customers can be instantly generated from the people searching 
through paid ads like AdWords, link building campaigns, social media & more.

I cannot compete with all the large brands & websites!  You definitely can! The 
internet enables you to do this exact thing though paid advertisements, offering a better 
search experience & decision making process, competitors can become complacent 
when they have no competition especially online! There have been some amazing 
changes to how Google organises their result pages which enable better services & 
experiences based efforts rise above popular brands or large websites.

TOP 6 BIGGEST MIS-CONCEPTIONS 
TO INTERNET MARKETING 
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The internet does not work & is just full of web spam & adverts, & anyway - 
no people search online for my products or services! So many people use the 
internet to search for related goods & services, & we have the privilege of providing 
target results & pages, CPC adverts are clicks on Google 20% of the time with high 
success rates always!

I can’t be bothered with it, too much time for too little reward! It is not as 
complicated as you think & a good service provider will remove any potential pains 
ensuring that you get the results & return on investment.



There is too much risk! Internet 
marketing is a form of inbound marketing 
- a low risk strategy for the simple fact 
you are providing relevant results on the 
most trusted search engine, for people 
that are actually actively searching for the 
product or service – they have already

It’s far too complicated it’s just people using the internet that we aim to attract; 
imagine all the places you hang out online & the things you search every week....we are 
just adding interesting results & targeted ads within it aiming to provide a better service 
& experience.  At its core it is about understanding & developing who your customers & 
potential customers are, how they behave online & what they care about inside & outside 
of the  core decision making process.  This lets you know how to better attract & convert 
them into customers or interested leads. The complicated technical, design, marketing, 
research, internet marketing expertise issues should be taken care of by having a good 
service provider who can identify many opportunities, explain what the choices are & 
help recommend what the best choices are for you to maximise the results in a clear 
plain spoken manner before you have paid. 

In addition any good service 
provider should provide a clear 
explanation of the features & 
benefits of the campaign & how 
exactly they plan to attract & 
convert more customers & this 
should be clearly understood by 
the most un technical people.

made the decision to buy, you’re just telling them why you are the best choice for them. 
You can even check the traffic available for words so you can find the most popular 
combinations or least advertised to see where opportunities are, everything is 
measurable online & it is this that provides the ability to know so much about the 
potential before you part with any money! 
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Informational 
searches 

Navigational 
searches 

Transactional 
searches

Market defining 
keywords

Product & 
category 
keywordsCustomer defining 

keywords 

TEST THE INTERNET’S POTENTIAL FOR 
YOUR BUSINESS – BASIC WORD 

DEVELOPMENT & TRAFFIC TESTING

Google lets us check numbers of searchers within a postcode/radius for each word or 
phrase people may use to find your particular product or service. 
Call us to do it for you for free. 

TRY & THINK OF KEYWORDS BY USING 
THE FOLLOWING GUIDES TO TYPES OF 
SEARCH & SEARCH PERCEPTION

INFORMATIONAL SEARCHES �
Many untapped primary & secondary words exist under this category, generally its 
customers that have not decided to purchase yet & are still in the decision making 
process. Primary word examples are “LED lighting advice for the home”, a secondary 
informational search would be something a potentially interested customer would 
search for a related product such as “tips on saving the planet”. Informational searches 
are for people that generally do not know what they want yet but know they want 
something! Sell! Sell! Sell! 

NAVIGATIONAL SEARCHES�
Navigational search terms people use that have an idea of what they want, & are 
searching for a competitor, service, product, brand etc. This is a hot area for sales as 
the customer has decided they want a particular product or service but they have not 
The key here area for opportunity here is that you can good USP development &
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CONTACT US

ClickSeekers          
+44 01223 852 054

Marketing Project Manager 
info@clickseekers.io 

Philip Ellis    
www.clickseekers.io
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Many people never use these words Good ad-copy & conversion optimization tasks help 
you create searches are searches that 

There are some very specialised frameworks & interesting diagrams used 
to develop the full set of keywords, which includes aspects of 

understanding full profiles of customers, including demographics, analysing 
sales that are offline, analysing national trends sources, analysing 

perceptions, understanding cultural differences & more. Also do not forget 
that you are the expert in your field, & the combination of efforts between 

you & your service provider is the key to keywords research success.

TRANSACTIONAL SEARCHES�
A transactional search query is a request whereby the user intends to complete a 
transaction, purchase, or order. This can be the purchase of a product on the Internet or 
a certain action such as a newsletter registration or ordering a catalog.
Transactional search queries can include exact brand or product names (such as 
“iPhone 5”), general terms (such as “coffee machine”), words such as “buy” or “order,” 
as well as participles such as “looking for.” Because this type of query is for a specific 
topic, transactional search queries are always Vertical Searches.They concern specific 
areas such as shopping, image search, or even finding the way to a restaurant.



THANK YOU


